January Jones and Will Forte
Are Celebrity Exes After 5
Months of Dating

By Mackenzie Scibetta
Hollywood relationships are notorious for how short they
usually are, but this celebrity couple called it quits after
only five months together! UsMagazine.com reported that
January Jones and Will Forte have ended their relationship and
love life, which started in April on the set of their show The
Last Man on Earth. The celebrity exes successfully avoided
each other at the 67th Emmy Awards. It is rumored that the
cause of the break-up was because Jones is not looking for
commitment.

Time to add another pair of
celebrity exes to the Hollywood
mix. What do you do if the person
you’re
dating
is
afraid
of
commitment?
Cupid’s Advice:
Commitment issues are more prevalent than ever as our society
is becoming more care-free and individualistic. If you truly
want your partner to come to terms with the idea of a
relationship, then don’t be afraid to speak your mind. Cupid
has three tips to help get your loved one committed:
1. Have fun: It’s possible that your significant other is
scared of commitment because they associate relationships with
rules, routine and constant nagging. Try focusing less on
getting them committed and more on enjoying each other’s
company. This laid-back, fun atmosphere might change their
definition of what a relationship consists of.
Related Link: Megan Fox Returns to Social Media After
Celebrity Divorce Filing From Brian Austin Green
2. Don’t ask for too much too soon: Don’t scare away your
partner with high demands and lavish plans. Ease into a
relationship slowly so they have time to adjust and get a feel
for what you want. Hold off on meeting the parents and
visiting Europe until the terms of the relationship have been
fully discussed and accepted.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Ariel Winter and Boyfriend
Laurent Claude Gaudette Party After 2015 Emmys
3. Show them respect: Hopefully this one is obvious, however,
if you act superior and dominant this could intimidate them.

Don’t demand to be treated like a princess, rather treat your
lover as your equal. Receiving respect can open their eyes to
the caring, concerned person you can be.
What struggles have you faced with getting your partner to
commit? Let us know below.

